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Allen, J.   I'm Not Reading!   Adorable, irresistible Baby Owl (I'm Not Sleepy!) 

is back—this time, he has a beloved book in hand and he's eager to begin. 

But then along comes Tiny Chick, who begs Baby Owl to read to him. Before 

you can say “once upon a time,” they're joined by a crowd: Tiny Chick's 

brothers and sisters and cousins and friends all want a story, too. Soon Baby 

Owl is smothered by lots of fluffy chicks. How can he EVER read his own 

book?      jP Allen 

 

Chaconas, D.  Cork & Fuzz: Wait A Minute.  Cork is a short muskrat who 

knows how to wait, and Fuzz is a tall possum who doesn’t like to wait for any-

thing. When a round, yellow object floats through the sky, both Cork and 

Fuzz chase after it. Is it the sun? Is it an egg? Wait a minute—did it just pop? 

A funny, charming, easy-to-read story about the adventures of two best 

friends who go together perfectly—differences and all.       jE Chaconas 

 

Corderoy, T.   Now!   Otto doesn't like to wait. He wants to do things NOW! 

Even though Dad is on the phone, Otto wants him to read a book NOW! 

When Otto gets in line for the bouncy castle, he wants his turn NOW! One 

day, Mom tells Otto that the family is going on vacation -- and, of course, Otto 

wants to go NOW! Will Otto ever learn to be patient?        jP Corderoy 

 

Fogliano, J.   If You Want To See A Whale.   If you want to see a whale, you 

have to keep your eyes on the sea, and wait . . .and wait . . . and wait . . .   In 

this quiet and beautiful picture a boy learns exactly what it takes to catch a 

glimpse of an elusive whale.    jP Fogliano 

 

 

Gary, M.   Sometimes You Get What You Want.   As two siblings wake up, 

dress, and spend a day at school, they learn that sometimes they get what 

they want, but sometimes they don't. The examples are carefully tailored to 

speak to young readers: "Sometimes your friends want to do what you're do-

ing. Sometimes they want to do something else.” This story uses a simple 

approach to tackle big issues such as relationships with peers, acceptable 

social behaviors, and dealing with disappointment.   jP Gary  
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Kaplan, M.   Betty Bunny Loves Chocolate Cake.   Betty Bunny has just had 

her first bite of chocolate cake.  She loves it so much she declares, “I am go-

ing to marry chocolate cake” and takes a piece to school with her in her pock-

et. Mom values healthy eating and tells Betty Bunny she needs patience 

when it comes to dessert. But Betty Bunny doesn’t want patience, she wants 

chocolate cake!      jP Kaplan 

 

Portis, A.  Wait.  This is a book about the joys of waiting and taking in what is 

around you.  As a boy and his mother move quickly through the city, they're 

drawn to different things. The boy sees a dog, a butterfly, and a hungry duck 

while his mother rushes them toward the departing train. It's push and pull, 

but in the end, they both find something to stop for.    jP Portis 

 

Regan, L.  Wait Your Turn, Tilly: Be Patient.   Tilly does not like waiting or let-

ting others have their turn. She wants to play the video game her brother is 

playing. She wants to go on the seesaw her friends are on. She wants to tell 

her parents about her swimming lesson in the middle of their conversation. 

Will she ever learn to be patient?        j PAR PIC Regan 

 

Venable, C.   Mervin The Sloth Is About To Do The Best Thing In The World.  

Mervin the Sloth is about to do the best thing in the world. Can you guess 

what it is? "Flying!" says the bird. "Gazelling!" says the gazelle. "Digging!" 

says the prairie dog. Hurry up, Mervin! But Mervin moves so slowly. Are you 

patient enough to wait? No? Turn the page!       jP Venable 

 

Willems, M.   Waiting Is Not Easy!   Gerald loses patience with Piggie when 

he is told that a surprise is in store but that he must wait for it. His reactions 

include producing several loud GROANS and reminding Piggie repeatedly 

that waiting is NOT easy.     jE  Willems 
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